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• Need an image of a Fat Brain Toy Co. item?
   Visit FatBrainToyCo.com and select “Media” to download
   hi-res images of our entire product line.

• Need to Order? Have a question?
   Our customer care team is always available to help with your         
   order or answer any questions.
   Phone: 800.335.5621
   Fax: 402.779.3253
   Email: sales@fatbraintoyco.com

• Fat Brain Toy Co. is a proud member of:

Our Rep Groups

Anne McGilvray & Co
206.762.4231
Sunshine Sales
800.827.9593 
DanSon Sales
303.904.6011

Ketz & Associates
952.932.7148
Diverse Marketing
214.741.5974
J.A. Kane Inc.
202.342.3844

24/7 Sales
917.880.9344
Brian & Company, Inc.
617.645.3501
Kulics Sales & Marketing
800.576.9901
Joleyne Blain
Independent Sales Representative
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   Our customer care team is always available to help with your         

 Fat Brain Toy Co. is a proud member of:

Kulics Sales & Marketing

Independent Sales Representative
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Welcome to the 2022 Collecti on!
We’re proud to present the 2022 wholesale catalog! Inside, you’ll fi nd all of your favorites, plus 
over 20 new and innovative items, from the revolutionary Trestle Tracks and the high-fl ying 
Heap-O-Sheep to the fi rst-ever Timber Tots bath toy and the sure-to-be-favorite dimpl splash. 
Our collection is growing in many amazing directions and we can’t wait for you to dig in and fi nd 
the next best seller for your store!

   Thank you for all you do. Here’s to a great ‘22!

BABY
Lidzy, Plugzy, dimpl clutch, dimpl billow & bright, lil’ dimpl.

TOYS
dimpl splash, dimpl 360 dimpl pops, dimpl pops deluxe, lil’ dimpl keychain, Trestle Tracks, Timber Tots Bathtub Bay, Spooky 
Scary Jixelz, Holly Jolly Jixelz, Easter Jixelz.

GAMES
Heap-O-Sheep, Downhill Derby, Up-Struction,
Sew Fast, Tic Tac Flip, Forklift Frenzy 

BRAINTEASERS
Road Trip Packing Puzzle, One in a Chameleon

Wishing you all the success for 2022!

Mark, Karen, and the Fat Brain Toy Co. Team

Imaginative Play | 28
Timber Tots | 28

Early Learners | 4

Games | 34
Brainteasers | 44

Squigz | 48

Building Toys | 50

Active Play | 54

Craftivities | 58

Personalized | 26
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Early Learners

TumbleRoos
Nest, tumble, WOW! Each TumbleRoo features a weighted 
base for wonderful wobbling and a concave top for nesting. 
Nest the smallest inside the other two - the moment you let 
go, the whole stack tips over and they all tumble apart to 
rock and wobble around and around. Little ones can’t wait 
to nest and tumble again and again! Ages 10 months+

SpiroKu
This is not a typical stack-and-nest 
toy. The weirdly-shaped pieces can 
be stacked and arranged any way you 
want. But then, nest them together, pull 
up on the smallest, and let your jaw 
drop. The whole thing stretches into a 
tall, spiraling tower! Beautifully un-
intuitive design inspires hours of tactile 
discovery. Ages 2+

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

FA318-1

FA319-1

discovery. Ages 2+

Nest them 
and watch as 
they fall over, 
separate, and 

wobble!
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New!
Plugzy
Fit the hollow shapes into the slots and the silicone plugs 
into the hollow shapes. Or, fi t the plugs right over shapes 
in the base. Each one has a unique texture design and 
each plug has a handle to match. Sensory fascination 
plugs into early learning! 
Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA341-1
plugs into early learning! 
Ages 10 months+

New!

A simple machine becomes 
a sensory adventure! Each 
lid features a unique shape 
and textures to feel. Under 
each lid is a unique sensory 
experience to explore. 
Young minds will be 
engaged for hours twisting, 
untwisting, and learning!
Ages 12  months+

Sight

Sounds

Textures

Case Pack: 6

Early Learners
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Rock N’ Roller Piano
Roll into a ruckus of melody-making fun! The included mallet lets little 
ones bang out tunes both wild and wonderful. Meanwhile, fl ip to the 
other side and spin the wheels. Each note rings beautifully! Or – here’s 
an idea the parents will LOVE – pick up the keyboard side and roll all 
the wheels at once. It’s a delightful clamour no kid can resist! Features a 
storage slot for the mallet. Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA281-1

A toy that 
grows from 
tummy time 
to toddler 

time!

Case Pack: 6

Tobble Tones
A perfect pair of teeter tottering pendulums to please 
the ears! Each one has a little mallet suspended in the 
middle with a unique bell tone on either side. Send them 
rocking and listen as the hammers swing back and forth 
to strike the bells. Young minds light up with fascination!
Ages 6 months+
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Case Pack: 6

Dizzy Bees
Young minds will be abuzz with tactile-
learning excitement! The three bees connect 
magnetically to stack atop the reversible 
honeycomb base. Spin them, wobble them, 
and then pull them apart to explore each 
one. The textured silicone wings fascinate 
the fi ngers and soothe sore gums while 
bright colors and big friendly eyes send 
the imagination soaring. It’s a honey-sweet 
playtime delight! Ages 10 months+

They're 
magnetic!

Case Pack: 6

Quubi
Young minds will bloom 
at the sight of this cube! 
Each edge is connected 
by elastic bands to allow 
little hands to bend it and 
twist it this way and that. 
Meanwhile, the rubbery 
textured beads spin and 
slide for an extra boost 
of sensory fascination. 
Little ones just can’t stop 
exploring! Measures 4 x 4 x 4 
inches. Ages 3 months+

FA294-1

FA296-1

Early Learners
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Tinker Rings
Built into each textured ring are magnets, 
arranged just right so that, no matter which 
sides are facing up, they’ll always connect 
and stack perfectly from big to small. 
Get your little one thinking, tinkering, and 
learning early! Includes 5 rings. Ages 2+

Case Pack: 6

FA270-1

Case Pack: 6

Magnetic 
tinkers 
for liּמ le 
thinkers!

Silly Rings
Three 2.5” rings covered in a soft, 
rubbery material. Each features a 
unique texture and has a built-in 
rattle. Plus... they all connect – in 
any order and from any side – 
magnetically!
Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 12

FA269-1

Magnetic exploration!

Three 2.5” rings covered in a soft, 
rubbery material. Each features a 

rattle. Plus... they all connect – in 

Magnetic exploration!
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Case Pack: 3

FA178-1

RollAgain Tower
It’s endless ball run fun! Grab the ball from 
the bottom and instantly, all the other balls
roll down one level. Drop the ball into the 
funnel at the top and then grab the next 
ball to do it all over again… And again, and 

again, and again! Easy to build. Includes 5 
balls. Ages 12 months+

RollAgain Tower

Shape Factory
Shape sorting with a twist! Can you fi gure out 

how to fi t the ten shapes through the four slots? 
With a push of the button, the top twists and the 

slots all change. Kids have to explore and experiment if 
they want to solve the puzzle and match all the shapes! 
Then, open the door to release the blocks and start 
again! Ages 2+

FA267-1

Case Pack: 6

Early Learners
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dimplTM

Put this toy into the hands of 
a little one and their eyes will 
immediately light up. The 
brightly-colored pillows of 
silicone can be pushed in 
and out, over and over 
again, strengthening 
fi ne motor skills. This 
tactile, sensory-
developing toy will 
entertain for hours 
on end. Another 
awesome Keep-
Their-Attention toy! 
Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 12

FA192-1

FA348-1

Case Pack: 12

dimplTM Clutch
Three unique sensory experiences 
ready to clip and go anywhere!
Ages 0 months+
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dimplTM Billow & Bright
Today’s forecast: cloudy with a chance of tactile 
fascination! Explore the four classic dimpl bubbles built 
into the rigid frame of the billow. They’re endlessly fun 
to poke and pop again and again. Or, bask in the warm 
joy of the bright. Its outer edge and dimpl bubbles are 
made entirely of high-quality, wonderfully squishy silicone 
while built into the center is a double-sided mirror. Rain 
or shine, dimpl billow & bright will keep the senses fi lled 
with delight! Ages 10 months+

lil’ dimplTM 

Baby’s new best buddy! Made entirely of soft, safe silicone, this 
squishy little sidekick is soothing for sore gums and fascinating 
for little fi ngers to grab, hold, and feel. Meanwhile, built into 
the big noggin is a delightful dimpl bubble they’ll love to poke 
and pop again and again! With plenty of space for clipping 
to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect 
pal for early play. Ages 0 months+

Baby’s new best buddy! Made entirely of soft, safe silicone, this 
squishy little sidekick is soothing for sore gums and fascinating 

the big noggin is a delightful dimpl bubble they’ll love to poke 

to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect 
pal for early play. 
to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect 
pal for early play. Ages 0 months+
to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect 

Ages 0 months+
to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect to strollers, car seats, or anywhere, lil’ dimpl is the perfect 

Ages 0 months+

dimplTM Billow & Bright

Case Pack: 6

FA339-1 - ASST

FA346-1

Case Pack: 12 
(3 of each color)

FA339-3

Case Pack: 12 Case Pack: 12 Case Pack: 12 Case Pack: 12

Early Learners
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dimplTM wobbl
Grab, chew, wobble, pop! On the top is a silicone 
button little fi ngers can’t help but push while the 
bumpy, textured frame provides a satisfying touch of 
sensory delight. But then… Tilt it, spin it, and let it go 
– Minds are aglow with fascination as it wobbles and 
waddles this way and that! It’s an irresistible tactile 
adventure. Ages 0 months+

Case Pack: 12

FA217-1 Asst

FA217-2 Orange

FA217-3 Green

FA217-4 Blue FA217-2 Orange

dimplTM digits
Touch, push, pop, and learn! 
On one side, the silicone 
buttons are embossed with 
numerals 1 through 10, each 
accompanied by its matching 
word in English. Flip it over 
and you’ll fi nd the words 
written in Spanish, plus dots 
to feel and count. Little fi ngers 
can’t resist this number-
learning delight! Ages 2+

to feel and count. Little fi ngers 

Case Pack: 6

FA275-1

dimplTM duo
On one side, each 
silicone button is embossed 
with a diff erent shape and 
labeled with its matching word 
in English and in Braille. Flip the 
whole thing over and this time, 
the buttons are smooth and the 
words match the colors! 
Ages 12 months+
FA208-1

Case Pack: 6
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dimplTM Stack
The top of each cup features a squishy silicone 
bubble embossed with a unique texture 
pattern. Little fi ngers will love to touch, push, 
and pop them again and again. Meanwhile, 
they all stack big to small or nest small to big! 
Includes 5 cups. Ages 6 months+

bubble embossed with a unique texture 
pattern. Little fi ngers will love to touch, push, 
and pop them again and again. Meanwhile, 
they all stack big to small or nest small to big! 

 Stack
The top of each cup features a squishy silicone 

Case Pack: 6

FA293-1

dimplTM Splash
Add a big splash of dimpl fascination to bathtime! Each of these 
three pieces is teaming with discoveries to explore. Scoop and 
pour with the pitcher wrapped around a green dimpl bubble. Dunk 
the donut and tilt it one way for rain and another way for a stream. 
Explore the sucker-covered bubbles of the starfi sh, then let it fl oat 
or use it as a water scoop. Little explorers can’t wait to dive in and 
play! Ages 18 months+

The top of each cup features a squishy silicone 
bubble embossed with a unique texture 
The top of each cup features a squishy silicone 
bubble embossed with a unique texture 
The top of each cup features a squishy silicone The top of each cup features a squishy silicone 

Add a big splash of dimpl fascination to bathtime! Each of these 
three pieces is teaming with discoveries to explore. Scoop and three pieces is teaming with discoveries to explore. Scoop and 
pour with the pitcher wrapped around a green dimpl bubble. Dunk 
the donut and tilt it one way for rain and another way for a stream. 
Explore the sucker-covered bubbles of the starfi sh, then let it fl oat 
or use it as a water scoop. Little explorers can’t wait to dive in and or use it as a water scoop. Little explorers can’t wait to dive in and 

dimplTM

joins bath 
time!

Case Pack: 6

Early Learners
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dimplTM pops & 
dimplTM pops deluxe
The ultimate dimpl experience! Built 
into the high-quality, rigid frame of 
each one are loads of dimpl bubbles 
just waiting to be pushed, poked, 
and popped again and again. The 
squishy silicone is fascinating for the 
fi ngers. Watching the board go from 
un-popped to popped is curiously 
satisfying. Young, old - no matter who 
you are - your fi ngers just can’t stop! 
Indulge your tactile cravings with dimpl 
pops and dimpl pops deluxe. Ages 3+

FA336-1

Case Pack: 6

FA335-1 Case Pack: 6

18 dimplTM

bubbles in 
2 sizes!

25 dimplTM

bubbles in 
4 sizes!

dimplTM pops

dimpl 360TM

Pull, pop, and discover! Built into each 
side of this sturdy, rounded cube is a soft 
dimpl bubble with a tab to grab and pull. 
Little fi ngers can’t help but push them, 
pull them, and pop them again and again. 
All the while, fi ne motor skills are growing 
and young minds are learning cause-and-
eff ect! 2 to Adult

3 inches

Pull, pop, and discover! Built into each 
side of this sturdy, rounded cube is a soft 
dimpl bubble with a tab to grab and pull. 
Little fi ngers can’t help but push them, 
pull them, and pop them again and again. 
All the while, fi ne motor skills are growing 
and young minds are learning cause-and-
eff ect!

A whole 
new dimplTM

experience!

Case Pack: 6
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simpl dimplTM

Endless hours of fi dget fun! The frame is made of 
strong, high-quality plastic – perfect for rattling 
around in your pocket or purse – and the two 
colorful buttons are made of 100% silicone. 
One touch and your fi ngers can’t stop pushing, 
poking, and popping! Ages 3+

simpl dimplTM

Endless hours of fi dget fun! The frame is made of 

KEYCHAIN
40 Piece Assorted

Case Pack: 1

40 Piece Assorted

Case Pack: 1

Ages 3+

Glow-in-
the-Dark

Black
and White ColorfulClear

FA211-1  40 Piece Asst

Case Pack: 40

4 NEW 40pk canister styles!

40 Piece Assorted

Case Pack: 1

40 Piece Assorted

Case Pack: 1

40 Piece Assorted

Case Pack: 1

40 Piece Assorted

Case Pack: 1

Early Learners
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Sensory Rollers
Each of these three silicone spheres features a 
unique design that mesmerizes the eyes, fascinates 
the fi ngers, and inspires the imagination. Meanwhile, 
chimes hidden inside sing beautifully with every 
movement, captivating the ears as they roll! 
Dishwasher safe. BPA-Free. Ages 6 months+
FA161-1 Case Pack: 6

Suction Kupz
Stack, roll, sti ck, and sip!
Each of these vibrant, squishy silicone cups features a suction 
cup bottom plus a suctioning rim at the top. Stack them up 
tall. Stick them together and then pull them apart to hear them 
POP! Stick them to the walls of the bathtub or the windows of 
the playroom.  Flip them on their sides and send them rolling. 
They’re 100% food safe AND dishwasher safe! Discover a 
whole new way to suction and cup with this colorful set of six 
Suction Kupz. Ages 12 months+

FA183-1

Case Pack: 6

Suction Kupz. Ages 12 months+Ages 12 months+

FA183-

Case Pack: 6

the fi ngers, and inspires the imagination. Meanwhile, 

Listen to 
the gentle 
chimes as 
they roll!
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SpinnyPins
Each of the fi ve pins features fascinating textures to feel 
plus a weighted base that wobbles wonderfully. Fit them 
into the slots of the big bowl either upside down or 
right side up. With a bump at the bottom and chimes 
hidden inside, it’s always off -kilter and always fun!
Ages 18 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA248-1

Wobble Run
Watch it wobble around and around! Three uniquely textured tracks slide onto 
the tower in any order you want. Drop one of the balls onto the top and send 
it rolling with a light clatter. Wonder abounds as its weight tips the tower this 
way and that atop the wobbly base! Then, once it’s time to go, all the balls 
can be stored inside the tower for easy cleanup. Classic ball-run fun becomes 
a topsy-turvy delight! Ages 12 months+
FA273-1 Case Pack:6

Each track is 
removable, 

interchangeable, 
and reversible.

Wobbling 
base twirls 
when balls 

are in 
motion.
are in 

motion. Built-in
Storage

Each of the fi ve pins features fascinating textures to feel 
plus a weighted base that wobbles wonderfully. Fit them 

right side up. With a bump at the bottom and chimes 

Case Pack: 6

Early Learners
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pipSquigz
Be prepared for giggles and 

sensory stimulation! pipSquigz come 
in three bright colors, are embossed 

with wavy ridges, raised dots, and a 
smiley face, and they rattle when you 

shake them. Great for teething, on-the-go, 
bath time, or anytime! Easy to clean and 
dishwasher safe. Made of food-grade silicone. 
BPA free. Ages 6 months+

pipSquigz Ringlets
Connect them to anything and let your 
little one explore! Each of these six 
silicone rings features fun, vivid textures 
and suction cup connectors. Loop them 
together or pull them apart with a POP. 
Hook them to the stroller, car seat, bounce 
chair, or anywhere and let the tactile 
excitement unfold. Sensory learning is on a 
roll everywhere you go! Ages 6 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA089-1

Case Pack: 6

FA250-1
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pipSquigz Loops
Little ones can’t help but get 
sucked into the sensory excitement 
of these bendy, rattly, chewy, 
suction-cup creations! The vivid 
textures inspire fi ngers to grab and 
feel while the soft silicone makes 
them perfect for soothing sore 
gums. It’s early playtime learning 
that really sticks! Available in 
orange or teal. Ages 6 months+

Case Pack: 12FA172-1 ASSORTED

Case Pack: 6

FA210-1

Whirly Squigz
Explore their textures, let them soothe sore gums… 
Then, stick them to any smooth surface, give them a 
spin, and - WOOSH! - Sensory exploration spins in a 
new direction! Ages 10 months+

Orange Teal

Early Learners
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RollAgain Sorter
Roll, CLUNK, discover!  The gradually widening 
track propels the balls forward until they 
suddenly drop into their perfectly matched slots.  
Meanwhile, fi ne motor skills are bolstered and 
an understanding of size and color is fortifi ed.  
Simple fascination inspires hours of exploration! 
Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA224-1

Hiding Hedgehogs
Stack, connect, and let your imagination roll! Burrowed within 
the spines of each hedgehog is another hedgehog, smaller and 
cuter than the last.  Unstack them and connect them, tail to 
nose, big to small, papa to baby - Little ones can’t wait to pull 
the whole family along on a vibrant pretend-play adventure! 
Ages 18 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA223-1

the whole family along on a vibrant pretend-play adventure! 

Case Pack: 6
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OombeeBall
Matryoshka with a modern twist! Each colorful ball is uniquely textured with 
fascinating dots, lines, ribs, and swirls. Meanwhile, short, safe tethers keep them 
all connected in a wonderfully wobbly row. But the best part?  Each ball opens 
up and fi ts snugly into the next! Clever innovation inspires hours of tactile 
exploration. Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA230-1

InnyBin
The six chunky blocks are each designed 
with fascinating textures that are sure to 
thrill the fi ngers. But the best part? As kids 
push them through the elastic bands of the 
cube, curiosity is sparked and young minds 
can’t help but experiment and discover! 
It’s an incredibly unique shape-exploration 
experience. Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA251-1

fascinating dots, lines, ribs, and swirls. Meanwhile, short, safe tethers keep them 
all connected in a wonderfully wobbly row. But the best part?  Each ball opens 

Early Learners
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Tobbles Neo
The modern colors and fanciful pattern of Tobbles 
Neo™ make this stacking toy a design-friendly 
play element! The unique texture makes it 
extra grippable. The weighted base of each 
sphere makes it fun to wobble and easy 

to experiment with building, balance, and 
size recognition! Ages 6 months+

The modern colors and fanciful pattern of Tobbles 
Neo™ make this stacking toy a design-friendly 
play element! The unique texture makes it 
extra grippable. The weighted base of each 
sphere makes it fun to wobble and easy 

to experiment with building, balance, and 

Case Pack: 6

FA070-1

Spoolz
Simple design stacks up into endless 

possibilities! Stack them from big to 
small. Balance them, roll them, arrange 

them any way you want. Tactile exploration 
becomes a creative adventure with this unique 

set of 7 colorful Spoolz! Ages 10 months+

Case Pack:

FA181-1

Spoolz
Simple design stacks up into endless 

Tobbles Neo
The modern colors and fanciful pattern of Tobbles 
Neo™ make this stacking toy a design-friendly 
play element! The unique texture makes it 
extra grippable. The weighted base of each 
sphere makes it fun to wobble and easy 

to experiment with building, balance, and 
size recognition! size recognition! Ages 6 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA070-

size recognition! 
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SpinAgain
This toy will keep your little ones enthralled as 
they practice their hand-eye coordination and 
early engineering skills! Each starburst disc is 
dual-colored, forming a dynamic rainbow as they 
spin fast and smooth to settle onto the reversible 
base! Ages 12 months+base! Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA110-1

MiniSpinny
Send your little one’s senses spinning! MiniSpinny is 
designed with seven vivid colors, exciting textures, 
soothingly smooth surfaces, and three vibrant 
propellers that twirl and spin playfully down the 
corkscrew pole. Great for reaching, grasping, 
counting, motion, and cause-and-eff ect play!
Ages 10 months+

designed with seven vivid colors, exciting textures, 
soothingly smooth surfaces, and three vibrant 
propellers that twirl and spin playfully down the 
corkscrew pole. Great for reaching, grasping, 
counting, motion, and cause-and-eff ect play!
Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 12

SpinAgain

Early Learners
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Wimzle
Clustered together, these contrasting orbs spin and slide 
freely in constant motion. Babies and toddlers discover 
embossed geometric patterns, explore twisting silicone 
rings, play with balance and rotation, and learn through 
cause-and-eff ect exploration! Ages 6 months+

Clustered together, these contrasting orbs spin and slide 

Case Pack: 6

FA136-1

Klickity
Curiosity goes exploring through 
pushing, spinning, zipping, and 
clicking! Push one colorful ball down 
and watch as it pops up with a click. 
Send each colorful shape zipping as 
you push them back and forth through 
the center while the top ball spins. 
Tons of sensory exploration! 
Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 4

FA149-1

OombeeCube
This shape sorter is perfect for 
on-the-go play and sensory 
learning! The food-grade 
silicone shapes are soft, 
squishy, and safely tethered to 
the corners of the sturdy plastic 
cube. No more hunting for lost 
pieces! Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA120-1

This shape sorter is perfect for 
on-the-go play and sensory 

squishy, and safely tethered to 
the corners of the sturdy plastic 
cube. No more hunting for lost 

Ages 10 months+
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Chunky puzzles have gone 3D!

FA228-4 Dog House

Case Pack: 6

FA228-3 Birdhouse

Case Pack: 6

FA228-2 Cabin

Case Pack: 6

FA228-1 Barn

Case Pack: 6

Tilting motion 
keeps the 
propeller 
spinning!

Kid-powered
propeller!

Build It Blue Print Puzzles
The blueprint becomes the building 
with these clever build-it sets! On 
one side of each precision-cut puzzle 
piece is the blueprint - complete with 
measurements - while on the other 
side is the colorful exterior. Follow the 
blueprints like a real architect and then 
build like a real builder! Ages 4+

Choose from FOUR styles!

Playviators
The smooth contours invite little aviators to take 
off  into an adventure. And when they do, they can’t 
help but exclaim, “WOW!” As the plane is tilted up, a 
weight inside slides to the back causing a collection 
of gears to spin the big propeller. Tilt it down and it 
happens again! It’s a fascinating lesson in engineering 
that fi ts perfectly with timeless pretend play. Ages 3+

Case Pack: 6FA226-1 Red FA226-2 Blue

Tilting motion 
keeps the 

Playviators

gone 3D!Case Pack: 6

Early Learners
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Suction 
cup 

attaches 
to tub!

RollAgain Maze
Launch and watch as the 
gradually widening tracks propel 
the balls along winding curves 
and bumpy zig-zags. Send them 
rolling one at a time or both 
at once to see which track’s 
the fastest. Exploration and 
experimentation are 
on a roll! Ages 2+

Case Pack: 6

FA225-1

Waddle Bobbers
Brrr…it’s cold on that iceberg. Warm things 
up with a Waddle Bobbers penguin party! Fill 
up the tub, set the iceberg adrift, and send 
the penguins racing down the slide. Whoosh! 
Includes iceberg, slide, and six penguins. 
Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA146-1
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Fruit Friends
Nourish the senses!  These friendly fruits each feature another 
unique experience for little learners to explore.  The orange comes 
apart into four thick slices that snap back together with magnets.  
The watermelon pieces stack atop a teeter-tottering peg base 
while silicone seeds fascinate the fi ngers.  Then there’s the pear – 

Send it wobbling and listen as the chimes sing!  
Little ones giggle with each new discovery. 

Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 6

FA227-1

Inky
Kids can’t get enough of this cleverly crawling sea 
critter! Push it along or pull it by the string. The 
wheels roll to make the limbs look like they’re really 
crawling while the eyes move back and forth to bring 
this awesome creature to life! Ages 12 months+

FA175-2

Pop & Slide Shelly
Meet Shelly the turtle! Small fi ngers can’t wait to push, 
slide, and pop the three buttons into the slots of her 
brightly-colored shell. Fine motor and concentration skills 
get a big boost. Shelly is a perfect take-anywhere toy for 
“Keep-Their-Attention” fun! Ages 10 months+

Case Pack: 12

FA123-1

“Keep-Their-Attention” fun! Ages 10 months+

FA123-1

Send it wobbling and listen as the chimes sing!  
Little ones giggle with each new discovery. 

Ages 12 months+

this awesome creature to life! Ages 12 months+

Case Pack: 6

Early Learners
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Timber Tots Schoolhouse
This really is the funnest schoolhouse in all the 
forest! There’s an elevator, a playground with 
a merry-go-round and a slide, a pop-up snack 
table, a garage for the trike, and more. Plus, 
the classroom rotates to reveal the teacher’s 
offi  ce, and when you place the critters on the 
treetop, they light up! A day of learning becomes 
a pretend-play delight. Includes 3 characters. 
Requires 2 AAA batteries. Ages 2+

Characters 
light up 

when placed 
on the 

treetop!

Classroom 
rotates to 
reveal the 
teacher’s 

office!when placed 
on the 

treetop!

office!

Case Pack: 3FA299-1

Use the 
elevator to 
take your 

characters 
to school!
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Timber Tots Apple Delight Bakery
The best bakery in all the forest is open for 
business! A carousel of treats spins with a push 
of the button. Plus, there’s a fold-out sales 
counter, a display table featuring the cake of the 
day, and a staircase that leads up to the dining 
room. Includes one character. Ages 2+

Case Pack: 4

Timber Tots Flat Pack Display
Mix and match to create the perfect 

selection! This eye-catching store display 
is designed to let you merchandise the 

ideal forest of friends for your store. 

Get it free 
with a $600+ 
purchase of 
Timber Tots 

products!

Apple closes 
up for easy 

storage and 
on-the-go 

play!

FA245-1

Case Pack: 1

FA285-1

Timber Tots
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Timber Tots Mushroom Surprise
This woodland snack shop is open 
for business! Pop open the treetop 
to reveal tasty foods to harvest. Step 
across the bridge to gather the goods, 
then store them in the mushroom 
shop for customers to purchase. It’s a 
magical pretend-play delight! Includes 1 
character. Ages 2+

Case Pack: 4FA234-1

Case Pack: 4FA233-1

Timber Tots Tree House
A classic adventure, beautifully reimagined. Press the button at the top and – POP! – the whole thing opens up to reveal a 
cozy little home inside. There’s plenty of furniture, delightful details, an elevator in the trunk, a car to drive, and much more. 
Pretend play blooms! Includes 2 characters. Ages 2+
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Timber Tots Adventure Bus
This beautiful bus is just the thing 
to take your Timber Tots students 
wherever the winds of adventure blow. 
Press down on the roof and – POP! – it 
raises up to let the students climb in. 
Meanwhile, the trunk pops open to 
reveal storage for anything you want! 
Includes one character. Ages 2+

Timber Tots Hazelnut House
An entire house inside a little hazelnut! 
Open up the big front door and press 
the big button to spin from room to 
room: a kitchen, a bedroom, and a 
bathroom beautifully designed and 
detailed. Grab the carrying handle and 
you’re ready to go! Includes 1 character. 
Ages 2+

Case Pack: 4FA236-1 Case Pack: 4FA237-1

Timber Tots Seaplane
Hop from puddle to puddle all 
across the Timber Tots forest! It 
rolls on wheels hidden under the 
fl oats, the back hatch opens to 
reveal a second seat, and when 
you press on the front seat, the 
propeller spins. Young imaginations 
are sure to take fl ight! Includes one 
character. Ages 2+

Case Pack: 6FA262-1

Propeller 
spins when 

you push 
on the front 

seat!

Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 4

Timber Tots Bathtub Bay
There’s so much to explore at Bathtub Bay! 
Send Polo the walrus slip-slidin’ down the water 
slide and into the boat. Slide the fi sh to open 
the door and bring Polo out to play, then use 
the boat as a scoop and pour water into the top 
of the tree. Some water sprays out of the front 
to shower onto Polo while more pours from the 
branch to spin the propeller and splash the crab. 
It changes color when wet! With suction cups on 
the back, you’re all set to turn the tub into a bay 
of play! Ages 2+

Join your 
TImber Tots 
pals for an 

adventure in 
the tub!

Timber Tots
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Timber Tots Pawpaw Family Set of 4 Timber Tots Twitwit Family Set of 4

Zip, zoom, ramble, and fl y! These unique vehicles send the 
imagination racing into hours of pretend-play adventure. The 
helicopter rotor spins as it rolls and the ATV features an extra 
pop-out seat. Plus, each comes with one character! Ages 2+

FA243-1 Case Pack: 6
FA241-1

Case Pack: 6

Timber Tots Quad ATV

Case Pack: 4FA240-1
Timber Tots Helicopter

Case Pack: 6FA238-1

Timber Tots Forest Friends
Meet the Forest Friends! There are the two owl friends Anna and Eva, a fox named Rose, Robin 
the chipmunk, Theo the beaver, Ben the little birdy, and Charles the baby raccoon. Combine 
them with other Timber Tots sets and bring their adventures to life! Ages 2+

Case Pack: 5

FA286-1

Features a 
hidden pop-
out seat for 
a friend to 

join the ride!

Roll the 
helicopter 
and watch 

the rotor 
spin!

Roll the 
helicopter 
and watch 

the rotor 
spin!
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Timber Tots Nutnut Family Set of 4

Timber Tots Panda Family Set of 4

Timber Tots Chipchip Family Set of 4

Pop open the front door and little ones can’t help but gasp with delight 
as it folds down to become a balcony, simultaneously revealing one 
surprise character and a room hidden inside! Collect them all and stack 
and connect them to build one big house! Ages 2+

FA244-1 Case Pack: 6FA242-1 Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6FA257-1

Pop open the front door and little ones can’t help but gasp with delight 
as it folds down to become a balcony, simultaneously revealing one 
surprise character and a room hidden inside! Collect them all and stack 

FA324-1 Case Pack: 12 (3 of Each SKU)

Timber Tots
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45
Pieces!

Games

45
Pieces!

Up-Struction
Do you have what it takes to work the high steel and 
win? Use your I-Beams to reach for the sky. Use the 
Stop Work Signs to block your opponent and the 
Crossbars to turn their work into yours. As you build, 
your worker climbs higher and higher. But beware… 
One beam placed out of balance and the whole thing 
could come toppling down! Only the cleverest and 
luckiest will reach the highest and win. Ages 8+

Build
the highest 

structure without 
falling over!

Building 
VS.

Balance!

Case Pack: 6
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Downhill Derby
It’s a Newtonian race to the fi nish! Flip, turn, and 
arrange the panels to create an endless variety 
of raceway twists and turns. Then, place the four 
marbles in the starting position. Three, two, one, 
GO!! With a press of the lever, they’re all launched 
simultaneously. Which one will fi nish fi rst?? Ages 8+

6 Double-Sided Tracks

M
ix

and
M

atch for Endless Marble

Rac
es

6 Double-Sided Tracks

M
ix

and
M

aattch for Marble

RRac
es

Massi
ve 3 fe

et lo
ng!

Marbles line up 
in order at the 

fi nish line!

Ready...
Set...
Roll!

Case Pack: 6

Games
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Triggle
Their moves become your win in this unique territory-
grabbing challenge! On each turn, players stretch a 
rubber band across four pegs. Whenever you complete 

a triangle, you get to claim it as your own with 
one of your tokens. Strategy skills 

will be stretched. Deception 
will be intertwined into 

every move. Do 
you have the 
brains to claim 

the most triangles 
and win? 2 to 4 

players. Ages 8+

Triggle
Their moves become your win in this unique territory-
grabbing challenge! On each turn, players stretch a 
rubber band across four pegs. Whenever you complete 

a triangle, you get to claim it as your own with 
one of your tokens. Strategy skills 

will be stretched. Deception 
will be intertwined into 

every move. Do 
you have the 
brains to claim 

the most triangles 
and win? 2 to 4 

players. 

GibGab
Can you gib faster than they can gab? Say a word 
that matches the category and press your button. 
When you do, your lights begin to creep toward your 
opponent. Now they’ve got to think fast, say a word, 
and press their button. Whoever’s lights reach the 
other end of the game board fi rst wins! 2 players. 
Ages 8+

Case Pack: 6

FA314-1

Case Pack: 6

FA305-1

Triangulate
a win!

The Back And 
Forth Battle Of 

Babble!

3 Speeds!

Tokyo
ParisOlympic

host cities...
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Tic Tac Flip
Red is trying to make Xs and white is 
trying to make Os. Two game pieces 
- white, red, or both - must be used 
to make a mark. Your goal is to get 
three-in-a-row of your mark, vertically, 
horizontally, diagonally, or semi-
diagonally. Play all the game pieces 
without a win? It’s not a cat’s game. 
It’s time for phase two! Take turns 
fl ipping your game pieces over 
until someone wins! Ages 8+

Case Pack: 6

FA323-1

Case Pack: 6

2020  Winner

Sew Fast
How fast can you sew? Each player gets 
a sewing board and three strings in three 
colors. Flip over one of the challenge cards 
and then immediately, players race to 
thread their strings through their board so it 
matches the picture. The fi rst to fi nish wins! 
Ages 8+

Games
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Forklift Frenzy
Get ready for a fl urry of frantic 
forklifting! Start the round by drawing 
a card. Your goal is to stack the 
barrels to match the challenge card 
and then place that stack on your 
platform fi rst. Can you win the most 
cards AND keep your warehouse 
accident-free? Includes 2 forklifts, 
2 platforms, 12 barrels, and 30 
challenge cards. Ages 8+

FA347-1

Case Pack: 6

Heap-O-Sheep
How well can you operate a sheep-apult? Taking turns, players 
use their springboard to launch their sheep onto the hook-and-
loop paddock. Land them, stick them, pile ‘em up – the fi rst to get 
all of their sheep to stay in the fi eld wins the game! Includes 16 
sheep in 4 colors, 4 springboards, 1 fi eld. 2 to 4 players. Ages 8+

High-Flyin’ Sheep 
Stackin’ Fun! 

16
Hook-and-Loop 

Sheep!

Be the fi rst to 
LAUNCH and STICK  

your sheep!

An Acti on-Packed 
Game of  Stacking 
and Sequencing!

Push the 
forkli  ﬞ  down 
to scoop up 

barrels.

Case Pack: 6
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Corners Up
In this strategic stacking game, players must outsmart their 
opponents as they try to take control of all the corners. What 
will your next move be? Off ense? Defense? Be sure to think 
ahead... You may just trick your opponent into giving away 
their best move! Planning, timing, and luck combine into one 
thrilling challenge as everyone works their way to the top of 
the pyramid! 2 to 4 players. Ages 8+

Case Pack: 6

FA292-1

In this strategic stacking game, players must outsmart their 

Weight For It
Players take turns placing the weights onto the wheel to try 
and make it rotate so the correct arrow is aligned with the 
number on their card. Get it right to score. Get it wrong and 
you have to try again on your next turn. The fi rst to earn three 
cards wins! 2 to 4 players. Ages 8+

Case Pack: 6

FA297-1

Games
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Drop Shot
Let gravity do the tossing! Taking 
turns, players have to put their 
spatial reasoning and hand-eye 
coordination to the test as they 
try and drop their arrows into the 
honeycomb gameboard. Do you 
have the honey-smooth precision 
to land three in a row fi rst? 2 
players. Ages 6+

Case Pack: 6

FA304-1

Three-in-a-row 
wins!

Win!

In-SAND-Ity
Each player has a clock that counts down during their turn. Using 
one hand, you’ve got to keep the sand fl owing by fl ipping and 
moving the sand timers to an empty space one at a time. The instant 
a sand timer runs out, it’s your opponent’s turn. Run out your clock 
fi rst to win! 2 players. Requires 3 AAA batteries. Ages 8+

Case Pack: 6

FA295-1How fast 
can you 

flip?

Let gravity do the tossing! Taking 

spatial reasoning and hand-eye 
coordination to the test as they 
try and drop their arrows into the 
honeycomb gameboard. Do you 
have the honey-smooth precision 
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Pencil Nose
In this hilarious party game, players have to use their 
sniff ers to sketch and then hope their teammates can 
guess what they are drawing. Can you draw a trout with 
your snout? How about a rose with your nose? The fi rst 
team to 7 points wins! 4 or more players. Ages 8+

Case Pack: 6

Pencil Nose
In this hilarious party game, players have to use their 

FA197-1

Sturdy BirdyTM

Help Reggie the pigeon master 
twelve funny poses. With Sturdy 
Birdy, players advance in physical 
agility, balance, coordination, 
counting skills, and self-esteem, 
with giggles guaranteed! Great 
for inter-generational play. 2 to 4 
players. Ages 5+

Case Pack: 6

FA048-1

Can you 
draw 

a ROSE 
with your 

NOSE?

Games
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Box & Balls
Can you train a bouncy ball to 
bounce, bank, and dunk itself 
into a wooden box? Follow the 
suggested games printed on each 
of the eight boxes, or create your 
own. Enhance your motor skills, 
creative thinking, and problem-
solving through infi nite play 
possibilities! Ages 5+

suggested games printed on each 
of the eight boxes, or create your 
own. Enhance your motor skills, 
creative thinking, and problem-

of the eight boxes, or create your 
own. Enhance your motor skills, 

Case Pack: 4

FA113-1

Case Pack: 6

FA249-1

GridBlock
Can you block without being 
blocked? Players take turns 
placing their game pieces onto 
the grid. Pieces of the same 
color MUST touch and pieces 
of the same shape must 
NOT touch. Whoever 
places the most pieces 
onto the grid wins the 
game! Ages 8+

color MUST touch and pieces 
of the same shape must 

places the most pieces 

Shake ‘n Make
The fastest, easiest-to-learn dice game you’ll ever play!  Give the dice 
dome a shake and watch as the dice settle into their slots to reveal a 
completely unique and random combination. Think quick to turn the results 
into a win! Do you have the luck to shake and make the best roll? Ages 6+ Case Pack: 14 

Case Pack: 6

Shake ‘n Make
The fastest, easiest-to-learn dice game you’ll ever play!  Give the dice 

Case Pack: 14 

FA207-1 WordsFA206-1 Dice 
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I Got This!
Can you match confi dence with competence? Take a 
challenge card. Think you can complete the challenge 
to bounce, toss, balance, roll, or hop better than your 
opponents? Just say, “I got this!” and then lay it all on the 
line! 2 to 12 players. Ages 8+

Acuity
It’s a race to fi nd a match on the grid of 
brilliantly patterned tiles before anyone 
else! Every tile is unique, so you can 
only fi nd a match using the sides or the 
corners. No two games will ever be the 
same! Includes 70 durable tiles. 2 or 
more players.  Ages 6+

FA055-1

Case Pack: 6

FA135-1

Case Pack: 6

It’s a race to fi nd a match on the grid of 
brilliantly patterned tiles before anyone 
else! Every tile is unique, so you can 
only fi nd a match using the sides or the 
corners. No two games will ever be the 
same! Includes 70 durable tiles. 2 or 

It’s Time to Prove...
You’ve Got What It Takes!

Games
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One in a Chameleon
These chameleons need help 
blending in! Each of the 24 
challenges features a unique pattern. Within each 
pattern is a special place for eight chameleons to 
hide. Pick the eight chameleons that match the colors 
and then test your visual-spatial skills to fi nd all the 
hiding spots! Can you master the art of invisibility? 
Ages 6+

Games
Brainteasers

These chameleons need help 
blending in! Each of the 24 
challenges features a unique pattern. Within each 
pattern is a special place for eight chameleons to 
hide. Pick the eight chameleons that match the colors 
and then test your visual-spatial skills to fi nd all the 
hiding spots! Can you master the art of invisibility? 

Games
Brainteasers Case Pack: 6

FA316-1

All-in-one 

magnetic 

brainteasing 
brainteasing 

fun!

Ivan’s Hinge
This tricky brainteaser is an addictive visual 
fi dget toy. Wrap your mind and hands around 
this perpetual hinge, then start folding, turning, 
and looping. Manipulate the hinge to recreate 
the 56 patterns! Includes one Hinge and 28 
double-sided challenge cards. Ages 8+

Case Pack: 12

FA056-1
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Road Trip
The ultimate beach vacation is about to begin! But fi rst, 
you’ve got to load up the car. Pick a challenge card 
and then collect the indicated items. Do you have the 
smarts to perfectly arrange all of them into the trunk? 
It starts out easy, but pretty soon, you’ll be debating, 
“c’mon, is the giant beach ball really necessary??” 
Ages 8+Case Pack: 6

FA317-1

Crankity
Crankity is a curious mixture of building 
and brainteasing. Build the challenge on 
the card, then fi ll in the gaps to engineer 
the solution. Each of the 40 mind-bending 
puzzles requires a specifi c combination of 
gears to send your contraption spinning 
with a twist of the wheel! Builds problem-
solving, critical thinking, and concentration 
skills. Four levels of diffi  culty. Ages 6+

Crankity

Case Pack: 6

FA140-1

“c’mon, is the giant beach ball really necessary??” 
Ages 8+Case Pack: 6

Everything
stores inside!

Games
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Inchimals
Watch numbers come to life with these fun measuring blocks! Addition, 
subtraction, measurement, and number concepts are integrated into play! 
Includes twelve colorful wooden animal blocks measuring 1” to 12”, 100 
laminated learning puzzles, and a dry-erase marker. Ages 3+

FA038-1

Case Pack: 6

Inchimals
Watch numbers come to life with these fun measuring blocks! Addition, 
subtraction, measurement, and number concepts are integrated into play! 
Includes twelve colorful wooden animal blocks measuring 1” to 12”, 100 

Case Pack: 6

Coggy
Bend, rotate, and shape Coggy to match the patterns 
on the challenge cards! Shift each gear to puzzle 
through four levels of diffi  culty. Double-sided with 
colored gear puzzles on one side and challenging 
black and white puzzles on the other. Feeling antsy? 
Coggy is an excellent fi dget toy! Ages 6+

FA116-1

Case Pack: 12
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AnimaLogic
Guide the four colors of camels, lions, giraff es, and hippos 
over the river one by one in just the right order! These 60 
sequencing puzzles range from beginner to advanced levels. 
Strengthens sequencing, planning, matching, and logic! 1 or 
more players. Ages 5+

Case Pack: 6

FA035-1

Bugzzle
Pick one of the 40 challenge cards and then 
arrange, fl ip, and perfectly position the semi-
circular puzzle pieces into the bug-shaped 
tray so that it matches the picture. It’s a 
wonderfully satisfying early fraction-teaching 
brain buster! Ages 3+

Bugzzle

Case Pack: 6

FA209-1

Peek-A-Doodle Doo!
Can You Rule the Roost? A memory game kids 
and adults love! These chickens and eggs are in 
constant motion, so choose carefully, little farmer. 
While one wrong move could ruffl  e your feathers, 
a series of wrong moves and—crack! You’re out of 
CLUCK! An egg-ceptional game of fast-moving fun 
designed to improve concentration and memory 
skills. 2 to 4 players. Ages 3+

Peek-A-Doodle Doo!

Case Pack: 6

FA093-1
designed to improve concentration and memory 
skills. 2 to 4 players. 

Games
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Squigz

Compatible

with all

existing

Squigz!

Squigz 2.0 36 Piece Set
They’re just like the original Squigz: 
push them together to build wiggly, 
wobbly creations and then pull 
them apart to hear them POP. But 
now, it’s not just the limbs that 
connect – Their newly designed 
centers connect, too! Plus, wild 
curves add a clever new twist 
of character creativity. Suction 
construction takes on a whole new 
dimension! Ages 3+

Mini Squigz
They may be tiny, but their 
building fun is MIGHTY! 
These fun little suckers™ 
off er more intricate creative 
possibilities with 40% smaller 
components than original 
Squigz. Residue-free silicone. 
75 pieces. Ages 5+

75 Pieces!75 Pieces!

Case Pack: 6

40% Smaller 
than 

original 
Squigz™

FA212-1

Case Pack: 6

FA107-1
Mini Squigz
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Squigz
This toy really sucks! Push ‘em 
together and then POP ‘em apart. 
Build amazing shapes, creatures, and 
wobbly, bobbling towers! Stick them to 
bathtubs, school lockers, walls, tables, 
windows; they leave no residue. Let 
Suction Construction™ build up your 
imagination. Dishwasher safe! Ages 3+

Squigz Deluxe Set
50 pieces
FA088-2

Case Pack: 4

All-Time
Best

Seller!

Suction Construction™ build up your 
imagination. Dishwasher safe! Ages 3+

FA194-1 Case Pack: 6

Squigz
This toy really sucks! Push ‘em 
together and then POP ‘em apart. 
Build amazing shapes, creatures, and 
wobbly, bobbling towers! Stick them to 
bathtubs, school lockers, walls, tables, 
windows; they leave no residue. Let 
Suction Construction™ build up your 
imagination. Dishwasher safe! 

Squigz Deluxe Set

Build amazing shapes, creatures, and 
wobbly, bobbling towers! Stick them to 

Squigz Starter Set
24 pieces24 pieces
FA088-1

Case Pack: 6

Squigz Toobz
These Squigz bend, twist, and 
loop every which way into hours 
of creative play. Build them 
tall. Bend them cleverly. Make 
your structures more wobbly 
than ever. Includes 12 Toobz, 6 
classic Squigz. Ages 3+

Squigz
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BuildingBuilding

Trestle Tracks
A truly mesmerizing marble-track experience! 
Each set is made up of hollow stacking 
cubes and a variety of perfectly fl at tracks. 
The paths cut out of each track widen almost 
imperceptibly from one end to the other, 
creating an invisible slope that propels the 
marbles forward. Watching them go is like 
magic in slow-mo! Get creative and discover 
the wonders of simple engineering. Ages 6+

FA313-1

Case Pack: 6

Starter Set
39 Pieces

FA313-2

Case Pack: 6

Builder Set
73 Pieces
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Like drifti ng down a river, 
fl oati ng on a breeze, cruising on 
a coastal highway... A hypnoti c 

marble-run experience!

Why marble run 
when you can 
marble stroll?

Artf ul engineering! 
Gently widening 

tracks create smooth, 
graceful movement!

FA313-3

Case Pack: 6

Deluxe Set
115 Pieces

Building Toys
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Flexibility
makes 

construction 
easy!

Non-traditi onal constructi on!

Joinks
Bend the rules of construction! The colorful, chunky, and super-fl exible connectors 
are made from 100% silicone to add bounce, wiggle, and movement to your creative 
structures. Easy enough for a toddler, yet complex enough for a chemist! Includes 37 
wood dowels, 39 silicone connectors. Ages 3+

Case Pack: 4

FA101-1
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Dado CubesTM

Modern design integrated with art and science! 
Stack or nest as you explore proportion, balance, 
and structure. The 10 cubes range from 1” to 
5”. Their limitless creative capacity captivates 
imaginations while enhancing visual-spatial 
intelligence. Ages 3+

Dado CubesDado CubesTM
Made in 
the USA

Dado SquaresTM

Interlocking squares go from 2D to 3D with simple 
engineering. They quickly become spaceships, parking 
garages for toy cars, and more! Open your imagination, 
reasoning, and fi ne motor manipulation with Dado 
Squares™! 3” squares. 35 pieces. Ages 3+

Case Pack: 12

Case Pack: 12

FB024-0

FA030-1

Case Pack: 12

Interlocking squares go from 2D to 3D with simple Interlocking squares go from 2D to 3D with simple 

Made in 
the USA

Building Toys
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Case Pack: 6

FA195-1

2017  Winner

Case Pack: 6
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Door Pong
It’s ping pong without the table! Attach 
the clamp to any doorframe, turn the 
dial to adjust the string length, and then 
swing your paddle to serve up hours of 
excitement. Active fun sends your skills 
soaring! 1 to 2 players. Ages 6+



Swingin’ Shoes
A topsy-turvey point-wranglin’ challenge! Players take turns 
tossing the rubbery horseshoes to try and ring them onto the 
suspended pole and platforms. Score a sitter, a ringer, or best 
of all, a hanger, all while the whole thing swings more and more 
with every toss! Do you have the skills to wrangle the most points 
and win? 2 or more players. Includes goal with platforms and 
doorframe hanger, 8 horseshoes in orange and green. Ages 6+

Buggy Light
Put that mason jar back in the cupboard – We’ve got something much better! 

A softly glowing, color-changing light shines from the base to illuminate your 
specimens while the magnifying-glass lid lets you see every little detail. 

Shed a light on the beauty of bugs with the Buggy Light! Requires 3 AAA 
batteries. Ages 5+

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

2018  Winner

specimens while the magnifying-glass lid lets you see every little detail. 
Shed a light on the beauty of bugs with the Buggy Light! Requires 3 AAA 

Case Pack: 6

Hangs from any doorframe!

Active Play
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Pop!Pop!

Pop!
Pop!

Pop!Pop!

Pop!Pop!
Pop!Pop!

Case Pack: 6

Curve Bowl
Can you roll the perfect curve? Roll the wobbly 
weighted ball at just the right angle to make it curve 
smoothly past the two obstacles. If you want to hit 
the pin, you’re going to need a lot of skill and perfect 
precision! Start with the 10 included challenges, then 
try inventing your own. Meanwhile, everything stores 
neatly inside the ball for easy on-the-go play! Ages 8+
FA271-1

Can you roll the perfect curve? Roll the wobbly 

Pieces store 
inside!

Teeter Popper
Rock, roll, sit, stand, tilt, wobble, 
wiggle, spin, and teeter! Teeter Popper 
improves core strength, stability, 
balance, coordination, and gross 
motor skills. Measures approximately 
30” x 18” and features 14 suction 
cups.  Weight limit: 110 lbs. Ages 3+

POP display available.
Case Pack: 6

FA095-1 Blue FA095-2 Green FA095-3 Pink

Pieces store 
inside!
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Ribbon Ninja
Think like a fox, move like a monkey, 
and strike like a cobra. Do you have 
what it takes to become a true Ribbon 
Ninja? Each player has 3 colorful 
ribbons attached to wristbands. The 
rules are simple: grab your opponents’ 
ribbons before they get yours. The 
last ninja standing wins the game! 2-6 
players. Ages 6+

Case Pack: 6

FA177-1

what it takes to become a true Ribbon 

rules are simple: grab your opponents’ 

last ninja standing wins the game! 2-6 

Will you 
be the last  

Ribbon Ninja 
standing?!

Active Play
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The high-quality clays included in each 
set are soft, lightweight, non-sticky, 
nontoxic, stain-free, and remarkably 
easy to mold. But that’s just the start. 
Download the app and you’ll fi nd 3D 
step-by-step instructions for easily 
molding amazing, professional-
quality models! Let them dry, create 
more, get inspired, invent your 
own… You’ll be a real clay artist in 
no time! Ages 5+

Case Pack: 12 (3 of Each SKU)

CLAY MATES

Build step by step!

FA310-1

Box contains printed step-by-step 
instructi ons and 5 containers of clay!
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HEY016-1 HEY017-1 HEY018-1

HEY019-1 HEY020-1 HEY021-1

Case Pack: 6 Case Pack: 6Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 12 (2 of Each SKU)

Case Pack: 6 Case Pack: 6

HEY CLAY STARTER SET

HEY232-1

Craftivities
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NEW
Packaging 

with Product 

Window!

FA199-4 

Fantasy Friends
FA199-5

Case Pack: 6
Roving Robots

FA199-2 

Sweet Treats
FA199-3 

Sea Friends

Case Pack: 30

FA199-1
Playful Pets

Jixelz

700
piece
sets!

Holiday Jixelz POPs
Each set comes with at least 
150 precision-cut, micro 
jigsaw pieces for building one 
exciting holiday-themed design. 
Easter, Halloween, Christmas - 
Celebrate them all with pixelated 
creativity! Ages 6+

Case Pack: 30

FA284-1

Window!

Sweet TreatsPlayful Pets Sweet TreatsSweet TreatsPlayful Pets Sweet Treats Sea FriendsSweet Treats Sea Friends Roving RobotsFantasy FriendsSea Friends Fantasy FriendsSea Friends Fantasy Friends Roving Robots

FA291-1

Each P.O.P. 
ships with 30 

individual units, 
enough to fi ll 
the display 

twice!

Case Pack: 3

Case Pack: 30
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1500 Piece Sets
Create FOUR Big Designs

OR One MEGA Build!

Jixelz Creator
Become a pixel art pro with the creative power of Jixelz! 3,000 
precision-cut micro jigsaw pieces in 15 diff erent colors allow for 
truly endless design possibilities. Get started with the book of 40 
design templates featuring fun and funny characters, creatures, 
and more. Then, try drawing your own designs with the included, 
pre-jixelated graph paper, or build freely any way you want! If 
you can imagine it, you can make it. Ages 6+

FA268-1

Case Pack: 3

Case Pack: 6

Ages 6+
pre-jixelated graph paper, or build freely any way you want! If 

3,000
Pieces

60
Page Design

Book

6” Tall6” Tall

Case Pack: 6

Jixelz

1,500
piece
sets!

FA200-1

Under the Sea
FA200-2

Up in the Air

Craftivities
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FA150-1

In-Store Display

After completing account set-up through the portal, 
we will provide a store demo/display stand with two 
name puzzles. The display will ship when inventory 
is available and will be sent at no charge. 

FA150-1

https://www.fatbraintoys.com/namepuzzles

From Amarisa to Zebediah – from 1 to 9 characters, 
no matter the name or how it’s spelled (with the 
exception of numbers and special characters), the 
fresh, modern colors and wooden display board 
make it more special than ever. Every puzzle is 
made in our own in-house workshop. Puzzles ship 

directly to your store or customer within 24 hours.

ORDER TODAY. SHIPS TOMORROW!

Personalized Name Puzzle
Drop Ship Program

Personalized name puzzles are part of a drop ship program 
that can be delivered to either your store or directly to your 
customer. This program is run independently from wholesale. 
Do not include Name Puzzles on orders submitted to 
wholesale.

Shipping

In order to provide this drop shipment, you 
will be required to supply a valid UPS account 
number that all shipments will be billed to. If 
you are unable to provide a valid UPS account 
number, there will be a $10.00 shipping and 
handling charge per shipment for up to 3 
puzzles shipped to the same address. Sorry, 
but at this time we cannot ship to PO Boxes 
or international destinations, as all orders 
must be shipped via UPS.

Turnaround Time

Our goal will be to ship all 
puzzle orders within 24 
hours for orders placed 
during the week. Orders 
placed on the weekends or 
holidays will be processed 
the following business day. 

Terms

With proper credit 
references, we will be able 
to extend Net 15 terms to 
all Drop Ship accounts.

Registration

In order to facilitate the effi  cient and accurate production of your 
puzzles, you will be required to enter all puzzle orders into the 
Fat Brain Toys Drop Ship Portal at
https://www.fatbraintoys.com/namepuzzles
You may also go to this link to register a new account.

To Enter Orders

• Visit the Fat Brain Toys Drop Ship Portal at
https://www.fatbraintoys.com/namepuzzles
• Log in to the portal or create a new account
• Enter shipping information
• Enter NAME PUZZLE name(s). Bulk upload is available
• Submit order

Price: The base price for each puzzle is $13.50 (not including shipping).
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OFFICIAL

PARTNER

Receive a
FREE 

store display 
as a Play 
Partner!

Play Partners: The best 
way to do business with 

Fat Brain Toy Co.!

Get a free Fat Brain Toy Co. 
store display, discounted 

wholesale pricing, free 
freight, extended dating, 
store signage, pre-order 
opportunities, an offi  cial 

Play Partner Membership 
badge, and so much more. 

Ask your rep today, or 
email PlayPartners@

fatbraintoyco.com for more 
information about the next 

enrollment period!

FA252-1
Fat Brain Toy Co. Display

Display can 
be set up as a 
single 3-sided 

unit, or as 
two separate 
2-sided units!

Personalized
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FA211-1  40 Piece Asst
simpl dimplTM 40 Pk

Case Pack: 40

simpl dimplTM 40 Pk

Timber Tots 
Tree House

Case Pack: 4

FA233-1

Timber Tots 

Hey Clay Animals
HEY017-1

Case Pack: 6

Jixelz Creator
FA268-1

Case Pack: 4

dimplTM digits

Case Pack: 6

FA275-1

Timber Tots 
Apple Delight Bakery

Case Pack: 4

FA285-1

Timber Tots 

dimplTM

Case Pack: 12

FA192-1

Best Selling
Games

Case Pack: 6

1FA195-
Door Pong

Case Pack: 6

FA304-1
Drop Shot

Best Selling
Timber Tots

Best Selling 
Arts & Crafts

Case Pack: 3

FA299-1

Timber Tots 
Schoolhouse

Case Pack: 1

FA284-1
Holy Jolly Jixels P.O.P.

Best Selling 
dimplTM Family

Hey Clay Claymates
Assortment
FA310-1

Case Pack: 12 (3 of Each SKU)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

GibGab

Case Pack: 6

FA305-1

Triggle

Case Pack: 6

FA314-1

1

2

Triggle

Best Selling
Timber Tots

Best Selling
Timber Tots

Best Selling

11

FA335-1

Case Pack: 6

dimplTM pops deluxe

1

2

3

4

Case Pack: 4

Timber Tots 
Bathtub Bay
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D. SpinAgain

Case Pack: 6

FA110-1

G. OombeeCube

Case Pack: 6

FA120-1

B. Whirly Squigz

Case Pack: 6

FA210-1

F. dimplTM stack

E. InnyBin

Case Pack: 6

FA251-1

A. Suction Kupz
FA183-1

Case Pack: 6

C. Sensory Rollers

Case Pack: 6

FA296-1
H. Quubi

Best Sellers
Under Age 3

Best Sellers
Ages 3+

J. Squigz Starter Set

Case Pack: 6

FA088-1

K. Bugzzle

Case Pack: 6

FA209-1
I. Squigz 2.0

Case Pack: 6

FA212-1

Case Pack: 6

L. Buggy Light

Case Pack: 6

FA293-1

A B C
D

E F G H

I

J

K

L

More

More

C

FA161-1 

Case Pack: 6
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N
ew

 fo
r 

20
22

FA313-2

Trestle Tracks
Starter Set

Case Pack: 6

FA313-1

Trestle Tracks 
Builder Set

Case Pack: 6

FA313-3

Trestle Tracks
Deluxe Set

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

FA341-1
Plugzy

Case Pack:12

FA324-1

Timber Tots
Mini Houses

Case Pack: 4

Timber Tots 
Bathtub Bay

FA323-1

Case Pack: 6

Sew Fast

Case Pack: 6

Tic Tac Flip
FA347-1
Forklift Frenzy

Case Pack: 6

Timber Tots Easter Jixelz POP

Case Pack: 30 

Case Pack: 6

Lidzy

TobbleTones Downhill Derby Up-Struction Heap-O-Sheep

Case Pack: 6 Case Pack: 6Case Pack: 6 Case Pack: 6

TobbleTones
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New to 
the dimplTM

Line!
the dimplTM

FA348-1
dimplTM clutch

Case Pack: 12

FA339-1 - ASST

lil’ dimplTM

Assorted

Case Pack: 12

FA336-1

Case Pack: 6

dimplTM pops
FA335-1

Case Pack: 6

dimplTM pops deluxe

FA339-1 - ASST

lil’ dimplTM keychain
Assorted

Case Pack: 1

Line!

FA339-1 - ASST

lil’ dimpl
Assorted

New to 
the dimpl

Line!

Case Pack: 12

New to 
the dimpl

Line!

FA339-1 - ASST

lil’ dimpl
Assorted

Case Pack: 12

FA339-1 - ASST

lil’ dimpl
Assorted

FA346-1

dimplTM billow 
& bright

Case Pack: 6

Glow-in-the-dark

Case Pack: 1

40pk
Black and white 40 pk

Case Pack: 1

40pk - ASST
Clear

Case Pack: 1

40pk - ASST
Colorful

Case Pack: 1

40pk - ASST

dimplTM splash

dimplTM 360dimpl

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6
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